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AUTOMATIC

VAT RECLAIM 
FOR LODGING

VAT Reclaim with HRS LODGING-AS-A-SERVICE:

Direct Funding for Your Travel Program



Designed to maximize your VAT cashback, this innovative capability is exclusively 
tailored for HRS Lodging-as-a-Service customers. It seamlessly automates the VAT 
reclaim process for any booking paid centrally through HRS Pay. With maximized 
VAT reclaim cashback for both domestic and international travel, HRS customers can 
fund their travel operations, setting the foundation for a self-sufficient travel pay to 
reclaim automation.






->

The right fit for YO

 Perfect for high-volume business 
travel in diverse locations

 Automates lodging VAT reclaim for 
finance teams and travel managers

 Streamlines and maximizes cash back 
on hotel and meeting spend

 Features top-tier Level 3 invoice data 
and proprietary tech

 Makes you earn up to 3€ for each 1€ 
invested in HRS Pay.


AI powered technology 

 Ensures audit and correction for 
legally compliant invoice

 Automates sorting into domestic 
and foreign VAT batches

 Submits VAT reclaim directly to 
tax authorities for foreign VAT or 
to corporate for monthly tax 
declarations

 Facilitates direct cash refunds 
from foreign VAT to the corporate 
bank account.



Our unique advantages  
 







Unlike other solutions, HRS Pay:

Is the key enabler of the only end-to-end Procure to Reclaim 

solution available in the market.



Has the strongest invoice automation technology which ensures 

98% invoice compliance.



Is the only solution that can handle complex invoices – HRS AI can 

easily deal with booking invoice transaction validation for complex 

invoices such as meeting and groups.

Unlocking Benefits 

higher cashback 

Experience substantial VAT reclaim growth compared to competition.

Automatic submission

Navigate complex VAT regulations effortlessly via HRS Pay.

Streamlined process

Efficiently receive cashback to maximize your travel budget.

compliant invoice data

Eliminate manual intervention and trust in automation.

98%↑

77%↑

Average VAT reclaim equal to 5% total HTO 

Directly fund your travel program.
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